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The PresidentThe PresidentThe PresidentThe President    SaysSaysSaysSays    
 

Summer is here.  Do not hang up your joggers, volleys, hiking shoes and hibernate till autumn.  The summer 
program offers many choices to enjoy the outdoors.  Swim in natural pristine pools.  Walk along the coast with sea 
breezes.  Start early, take extended breaks, enjoy the extended daylight hours in camp.  For the adventurous the 
green and mossy canyons will beckon. 
 

The magazine now goes to the printer in the middle of the month.  Tony has much to do to produce the program.  
It is essential that he has all activities no later than the end of the month preceding publication 
 

Floods of last minute activities create very real difficulties and despite everyone’s best intentions there is a high 
risk that some will miss the program.  Programmed walks attract walkers better than short notice walks do.  Do not 
wait for the closing date and then start thinking.  As soon as you have an idea, send it to Tony. Once in the system 
dates and details can be adjusted later. 
 

2010 offers some exciting overseas trips.  In April Leigh McClintock returns to Spain and in May he returns to Japan, 
a country Leigh knows very well.  These are opportunities not to be missed. 
 

Merry Christmas and wishing you a new year filled with wonderful adventures in the outdoors. 
 
See you all at the Christmas Party at Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre 6:30pm on Wednesday 16 December. 
 

Ron Watters 
 
 

Editor’s NoteEditor’s NoteEditor’s NoteEditor’s Note    
 

Hi all, 
 

Hope you all have a great Christmas and New Year.  If you do any special walks over the Christmas period send me 
an article and we can share it. 
 

Take care in the bush this Christmas, there are fire bans and many park closures in place at the moment. 
 

Looking forward to seeing you all at the Club Christmas Party. 
 

Melinda (editor@sbw.org.au) 
 
 

Letters to the EditorLetters to the EditorLetters to the EditorLetters to the Editor    
 

In response to Maureen’s November Conservation Report: 
 

If you’re not prepared for the conditions, then I hope you can find your cabin in a white out. 
 

In wet, freezing conditions you’ll be glad of your tent. For this reason a tent must be carried into places like 
the Budawangs; caves or no caves. 
 

The Budawangs is well known for unpredictable bad weather conditions.  Unless you’re lucky with the weather, it 
can be no country for novice walkers. 
 
If the bushwalkers advocate the building cabins in wilderness areas, then forget conservation and passing on 
bushwalking skills. It will be all over. 
 

No more pristine nature set aside for nature conservation. Convenience and comfort shall rule. Forget about hardy 
bushwalks, you might as well stay home and watch it on TV. It’s not that hard to have adventure, and future 
generations might need a bit of encouragement, but hardy bushwalks are worth it. The deep relationship between 
conservation and hardy bushwalks is what SBW is all about. 
 

Keith Muir 
Colong Foundation for Wilderness 
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From the Committee RoomFrom the Committee RoomFrom the Committee RoomFrom the Committee Room    

At the November meeting: 
 

Minutes for meeting of 7th October were confirmed 
 

President’s Opening Remarks 

• Meeting of President and Editor with Snap Printing 
Ron and Melinda met with Snap Printing to finalize details required to convert label information for the hard copy 
magazine into an electronic file.  The Committee agreed to review how the commercial printing of the magazine 
was progressing in 12 months’ time before selling the club’s printer. A further quote will be obtained for printing of 
the Membership list and the annual report.  The Committee agreed that a Confidentiality Agreement would need to 
be signed by Snap Printing before the list was handed over.  The Committee also agreed that full addresses of 
Members did not need to be on the Membership list; just their contact phone number and suburb they live in.  

• Christmas Party  
It was agreed that the annual SBW Christmas party would be held at the KNC on Wednesday 16th December.  The 
club would provide beverages and members would be asked to bring a plate of food to share. 

• Preparation of Annual Report 
The Committee was asked to have the report ready for the February magazine.  Each Committee Member was asked 
to write a short piece for the Annual Report.  Report to be placed in Members area on the SBW website. 
 

Correspondence – email 

• Super Training Weekend at Coolana 23-26 Jan - proposed by Patrick James and Bill Holland.   
The Committee agreed that further questions needed to be asked before full consideration could be given to a 
super training weekend at Coolana. 

• Paddling issues raised by Patrick James 
Patrick suggested that pfd’s are compulsory on all kayaking trips.  He also requested that private paddling trips 
from other sources be advertised to SBW Members interested in kayaking.  The Committee agreed that this was not 
appropriate and that such trips would not be covered by SBW insurance.   
This also raised the question of visitors being on SBW walks and it was agreed that any visitors were the personal 
responsibility of the walk leader. 

• MacPac enquiry 
An enquiry was received from Macpac regarding advertising rates for the newsletter / magazine.  Editor responded.   

• West McDonnell Ranges draft plan  
Don Finch forwarded information regarding “Walking in the West MacDonnell Ranges, NT - new Draft Joint Mgmt 
plan”.  It was agreed that a response should be written on behalf of SBW.  Don will be putting forward his own 
personal submission so it was decided to approach David Rostron as he has extensive knowledge of the area. 
 

General Business 

• New Members 
Applications for full membership were received from Gavin Marshall and Ruchira Talukdar 

• Unpaid Subscriptions 
The Committee contacted the un-financial Members by telephone with moderate success.  It was agreed that those 
with unpaid subscriptions should now be taken off the Members List.   

• Subscription Invoices 
The Committee agreed that paper invoices would be sent out next year to make the process of paying subscriptions 
more - user friendly. 

• Fees payable by new members converting to full membership 
Jodie explained that the current schedule of payment when converting to full membership was quite confusing. 
Fees applying to new members converting to full membership to be clarified and explained to them by email 
 
Social Program 
The following social dates were confirmed: 

• 16/12/09 – SBW Xmas Party  
• 6/1/10   – SBW Annual picnic at Balmoral (4pm walk & 6pm picnic – BYO or fish and chips) 
• 20/1/10 –   Historic walk to the Rocks visiting public houses along the way 
 

Walks Program 
The Summer Walks Program requires more extended walks and Q walks for the New Year.  As the walks program is 
due to be circulated there may be walks left with TBA as the leader to be confirmed closer to the date.  
 

Treasurers Report 
Leigh was unavailable for the meeting. Accounts approved for Payment/Wild Aid $1300, Ron Watters $49.70, Kathy 
Gero $68.40, KNC $600  
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Conservation NewsConservation NewsConservation NewsConservation News    
 

The conservation issue that I have followed most closely all this year concerns the battle to keep the remaining 
River Red Gums especially in south-western NSW.  The illegal logging of Red Gum forests has continued this year 
and conservation organizations, such as the National Parks Association, have continued to call for the management 
of the forests to be taken out of the hands of the logging agency Forests NSW.  As far back as July this year the NPA 
reported that “Forests NSW are operating without a valid approval under the NSW Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act.  They have been flouting the law, and causing irreparable harm to vulnerable ecosystems”.  NPA 
also accused Forests NSW of producing an “abysmal” EIS to justify their operations. 
 

Recent surveys have highlighted once again the outstanding significance of the Red Gum forests in south-western 
NSW.  The Millewa forest area houses a Squirrel Glider and six other threatened species which depend for their 
existence on the mighty Red Gums.  The NPA has also shown us the plight of endangered Micro Bats which rely on 
our inland forests and woodlands for their survival.  Habitat loss is threatening their survival and it is not generally 
known in the community how useful these tiny creatures are as they eat large numbers of insects that would 
otherwise attack farmers’ crops.  Although research on River Red Gums in Victoria has found that two common bat 
species prefer roosting in areas that have more than 10 hollow-bearing trees per hectare , the NPA warns that “the 
problems is that Red Gum logging operations in NSW are required to retain only 2 habitat trees per hectare!” 
 

Now there is some good news as last week the NSW Government announced the creation of a magnificent new Red 
Gum National Park in the Millewa group of forests, and other new reserves along the major rivers in south-western 
NSW.  However, as the Sydney Morning Herald reported today (7 December) and as today’s plea for help from the 
NPA points out Kristina Keneally is being urged to reverse this decision.  We all need to contact the Premier to urge 
her to ensure that the cabinet budget committee endorses these new Parks. 
 

There are so many conservation issues where our government lets us down and we can always do more by donating 
where appropriate and writing letters to our politicians, but now I want to mention some extra good news.  The 
Australian Conservation Foundation carried a full report in November on Peter Garrett’s announcement that the 
Traveston Dam, proposed for the Mary River in south-east Queensland, had been solidly rejected because it would 
“have serious and irreversible effects on nationally listed species.”  ACF’s Sustainable Australia Program Manager, 
Monica Richter pointed out that our cities “need to be smarter in how we use our water by reducing demand and 
greater use of storm water harvesting, recycling and rain water tanks”.  These measures would save billions of 
litres of water each year and give us the water we need without new dams. 
 

Keep writing those letters to keep our politicians aware of conservation issues. 
 

Maureen Carter 
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MMM Stage 12 / OctoberMMM Stage 12 / OctoberMMM Stage 12 / OctoberMMM Stage 12 / October    23 23 23 23 ----    25252525    

Minnamurra to Minnamurra to Minnamurra to Minnamurra to Shoalhaven HeadsShoalhaven HeadsShoalhaven HeadsShoalhaven Heads    
 

Maureen Carter 
 

This stage was held out of order to allow for the completion by Kiama Council of the track along the coast from 
Kiama Heights to Werri Beach.   
 

Day 1 – Minnamurra to Kiama Heights   
 

David and I were joined by Ian Edwards and Eric Easterbrook from the Bush Club together with Eric’s cousin Tony 
Duffy who is new to bushwalking.  Did we have a treat for him? 
 

We met at the railway station and whilst not able to skirt the water line at first due to houses built over it, we did 
stay very close to the crashing waves for most of the three days.  In glorious sunshine we climbed the first of many 
green headlands with views up and down the coast including becoming reacquainted with Rangoon Island which we 
last saw when we concluded our Shellharbour to Minnamurra section on 4 February 2009. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

It took some time to walk along Jones Beach to Cathedral Rocks and we photographed the triangular shaped rock 
which appears on all the Kiama tourist information together with the obligatory shag on the rock.  David and I did 
our usual cliff climbing but our prospective member Tony assured me that not everyone is comfortable with vertical 
ascents and he found many alternatives over the weekend for himself and others.  I felt bad when I realized that he 
had cut himself and suffered abrasions at one stage but he was too kind to complain about the leader. 
 

We reached the interesting Boneyard near Bombo Headland and detoured for more coastline photographs including 
rock shelves and natural pools.  At last I walked Bombo Beach after over forty years of driving parallel to it along 
the highway.  A little more rock hopping brought us to Kiama Harbour where we had lunch with a view of the 
lighthouse, fishing boats and the inevitable pelicans searching for fishy scraps.  Next we visited the famous 
Blowhole with its over-engineered safety fences and many warning notices which were erected after a family 
tragedy where several young people met their death. 
 

We marveled at the cricket/football field with its wonderful views before farewelling Ian at the train station and 
enjoying a cup of tea in a nearby fish café.  I was still tired from a long hilly bike ride in the Berowra 
Waters/Galston Gorge area the day before and needed the caffeine.  We crossed the little Surf Beach and Kendalls 
Beach then, following some easy rock walking and with comfortable grass underfoot, we came to the Little 
Blowhole which tends to ‘blow’ far more frequently than its big brother around the corner.  Interpretive signs 
helped us understand this coastal phenomenon. 
 

We finished our 14kms for the day by crossing Easts Beach with its dozens of cabins scarring the southern hillside 
where our friend Lexie Wheeler lives.  Fortunately she does not have a view of them, just a blue sea, golden beach 
and rocky shoreline below the houses on the northern side of the bay.  We met Jan Roberts there, another Bush 
Club and SBW member and in due course Lexie welcomed us to stay in her home, whilst the two remaining men 
drove up Saddleback Mountain to stay the night with Peter and Maree whom Eric had met whilst voluntarily 
erecting fences in the Victorian communities which were devastated by bushfires in February. 
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Minnamurra to Shoalhaven Heads cont.Minnamurra to Shoalhaven Heads cont.Minnamurra to Shoalhaven Heads cont.Minnamurra to Shoalhaven Heads cont.    
 

Day 2 - Kiama South to Gerroa 
 

Another sparkling day with fourteen walkers keen to discover the long awaited walking path which Lexie, as a 
member of Kiama Council, was involved with although she gave the credit to Peter Stucky.  The group consisted of 
Bush Club Members Eric Easterbrook, Garry Brown, Jan Roberts, Zol and Sarah Bodlay; SBW members David Trinder 
and Melinda Turner; and visitors Lexie Wheeler, Peter and Maree Bent, Tony Duffy and Sally Easterbrook as well as 
David and I. 
 

Kiama Council acquired a wide strip of land which formerly contained signs warning us trespassers to keep out or 
else and even though it was only opened on 11 October people of all ages and sizes were enjoying it alongside us.  
We began the walk from the bottom of Attunga Avenue and traversed a green swathe in front of houses with 
spectacular views, but the official start is at the end of Kalang Street at Loves Bay.  The track is easily walked as it 
is level, without hazards, undulating and mostly grassed over.  Along its 6km length there are interpretive signs 
regarding the geology and history of the local area.  It skirts the railway line in places and that encouraged me to 
plan a summer Club trip arriving in Gerringong by train, enjoying the water views along the way and then walking 
back to Kiama to catch the train home with plenty of swimming en route. 
 

We stopped for morning tea at one of the most attractive features of the walk which was a dyke with a boiling sea 
racing along it and wetting some of us in the process.  We poked around some of the original forest but no cedars 
remain on the Illawarra coastline now as the trees were all removed to provide dairy country.  Cameras clicked on 
views of the rugged coastline with the sea crashing on the rocks which the path avoids in order to deliver walkers 

safely to Werri Beach with its soft sand which takes 
time to walk along. 
 

At the southern end of Werri Beach we climbed the 
steep hillside to the whale viewing platform and the 
cemetery before descending to Gerringong Harbour 
and lunch at the picnic area with excellent facilities 
and a rock pool.  The afternoon involved more rock 
platforms and a spectacular dead end where the 
water raged against the rocks in front of us, so it was 
up and over the headlands towards Gerroa Golf 
Course.  In the process we slid under several barbed 
wire fences and a couple of electric ones too being 
keenly observed by the curious cattle as we briefly 
joined them.  At the tee for the 4th hole we kept 
quiet to avoid putting the golfers off their stroke t 
then we skirted the golf course and crossed Walkers 
Beach before heading back to the green hills to avoid 

more challenging rocks.  We carefully crossed the last fence to Shelley Beach and it was good to see there were no 
nasty warning signs all the way to Gerroa’s Shelley Beach.  From there we waded around the rocks of Black Head 
and completed our 17kms for the day with tea/coffee and cakes at a café near where the cars were left.  The 
group also enjoyed a meal at the Gerroa Fishermens Club in the evening whilst watching the sun setting over the 
Illawarra Escarpment and wondering about the next day’s walking as we looked at what seemed to be a never 
ending Seven Mile Beach below us. 
 

Day 3 - Gerroa to Shoalhaven Heads 
 

We were greeted by a grey third day and were not disappointed as the sun on the previous two days had been 
rather energy sapping.  Our group of nine walkers consisted of Lexie, Jan, Eric, Tony, David, Melinda and David and 
I from yesterday, as well as Pat Bell who is a Bush Club member. 
 

Rain was forecast so we began the walk expecting the worse and were pleasantly surprised to find that there were 
torrential rain falls at both ends of our walks but, somehow, we managed to escape with only a few spots on us 
which did not require the donning of raincoats, although jumpers were welcomed.  We crossed the Crooked River to 
Seven Mile Beach where Charles Kingsford-Smith took off in his early model airplane and I was determined to 
deviate through the bush to relieve the perceived boredom of beach walking for some people.  We were not 
disappointed as we soon found a track through Seven Mile Beach National Park which took us to the Beach Road 
picnic area which is at the intersection with the road to Berry.  It is sad to see the bush riddled with lantana but it 
is obvious that attempts have been made to eradicate it even though the bare branches remain.   
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At the well appointed morning tea spot we watched a young couple go through a ritual where they spelled out the 
name Juni in banksia serrata cones.  Were they commemorating a favorite deceased pet or even grandma?  We will 
never know.  We found our next passage through the bushland to be more interesting as at last the burrawangs 

appeared in large numbers and what a sight they were as their dark 
green palm leaves contrasted with the gum leaves above them. 
 

Back on the beach it was far from boring as our eyes remained 
focused on the sea as a couple of pods of humpback whales 
frolicked their way on their journey south to their summer homes.  
Some of us scored sausage sandwiches at the Shoalhaven Heads 
Surf Club (sans onions) to supplement our bushwalkers’ lunches 
then we entered the bush for the last time in this trilogy of walks 
to exit at the Shoalhaven River which hosts the Shoalhaven Heads 
International and Domestic Airports.  The signs dotted around a 
very pretty park alongside the river use humour to describe the 
arrival of migratory birds to breed or just rest on their 
international and domestic journeys.  I stopped our 12km walk 
there as David and I had previously walked to the end of Comerong 
Island which is easily done as the Shoalhaven River no longer exits 

there thanks to Mr Berry’s canal. 
 

As the heavens opened on the car trip home I felt very satisfied 
that we had completed Stage 12 at last; that so many people enjoyed the variety of walking conditions that the 
coastline provided; and, I felt satisfied at how well the walks went which gives me the confidence for organizing 
the many more days of walking that remain on this fascinating journey. 
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Solo in the ColoSolo in the ColoSolo in the ColoSolo in the Colo    / Nov 14/ Nov 14/ Nov 14/ Nov 14    
Stephen Brading 

 
In September Yvonne and I spent a day locating and partly investigating a Pass from the Gospers Ridge fire trail to 
the Colo River called Pass 34(a) in Brian Corliss’s book. We did not reach the river on that trip. 
 
So on Saturday 14 November at 7.30am I parked the car at the Mountain Lagoon Gospers Ridge fire trail gate and 
commenced walking. By 8am the heat of the sun could be felt indicating the day was going to be hot. Around 8.30am 
I left the fire trail and followed a faint foot pad and the highest ground to the end of unnamed ridge where there was 
a cool breeze from the west. It was 9am. After a short rest and some musk sticks I commenced the descent down a 
steep razor back ridge. Just like with Yvonne I took care not to trip or slide as there many drop offs. After a knee 
testing hour to descend around 200 metres I reached the rock platform where Yvonne and I had lunch in September. I 
found from this point the descent involved skirting around small drops then returning to the top of the ridge. Finally 
the ridge ended abruptly with a 20 to 30 metre drop. A bit of searching turned up a ramp which led down to an 
incredibly steep wallaby track. I slid down the last couple of vertical metres and then picked my way through the 
jungle on the wallaby path to the river 50 metres away arriving at the river bank at 10.45am. 
 
I spent the next hour looking around. A dry side creek can be found from the Colo River by looking for She Oak trees 
growing in the middle of dense bright green jungle. The creek is overgrown with thick vine even in the creek bed. 
The cliff base on either side is hidden by the jungle. 
 
I needed to dive into the Colo in order to cross to the sand on the other side because the pool was too deep to wade 
despite the river being very low. I ate some food in the shade of trees at the base of Mt Townsend till noon when I 
started walking. 
 
The walk downstream to the Colo Meroo campground was straightforward. Just walk on the sand and wade across to 
the next dry sandbank. Because the river level was low many wood snags sticking out from the sand were visible. The 
deepest quicksand I walked through was about 600mm deep and did not reach the top of my gaiters. There was no 
way of telling if it was quicksand until your foot sank further than on the previous step. Sometimes quicksand was 
under water and sometimes it was a section of sand surrounded by water. There was also a single deep narrow pool 
about 25 to 50 metres long which I swam and waded through. 
 
Lantana on the bank announced my arrival at the old farm at 1.40pm after an hour and 40 minutes walking from the 
Mt Townsend Colo River bend. I ate more food, removed some sand from shoes and socks and wet my clothes before 
leaving the farm paddock at 2pm. No one was camped in the Colo Meroo campground when I walked past.  
 
I followed the now familiar Mailes Ridge foot track and Gospers Ridge fire trail back to the car arriving at 5.35pm. 
 
 

 
 

Typical Colo River view      Looking up at Mailes Ridge eastward 
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My First Overnight Walk as an SBW LeaderMy First Overnight Walk as an SBW LeaderMy First Overnight Walk as an SBW LeaderMy First Overnight Walk as an SBW Leader    
My first dilemma was where to cut-off the size of the group.  A rarely visited area attracts a lot of attention and I 
found it hard to have to make the ‘no more’ call!    
 

A very experienced group of 10 members plus 2 prospectives set off early Saturday morning.  From our first steps 
we were surrounded by the most amazing views of the cliff lines and peaks towering above the Grose River.  A hard 
call, but I think the views are just as dramatic as those over at Kanangra!  Beautiful natural ironstone sculptures 
were conveniently placed by our track and looked like something you would expect to find at ‘Sculptures by the 
Sea”.  The scramble up to the top of some crags to get a better view resulted in a few cuts and bruises which were 
quickly forgotten about as we stood on top and looked down at our destination for the night some 550m directly 
below (including a vertical cliff of some 205m)!  The track quickly ran out and compasses and maps were consulted 
– a fantastic team effort led us down the most amazing pass located at the end of a gully.  The name of the pass is 
unclear and not easy to see on the map. The pass consisted of perfectly placed giant boulders and trees that 
eventually led us down to a tiny creek where a quick rest was had.   Shortly afterwards we descended to the edge 
of the Grose River where a much needed cooling swim was had by all.  It was hard to get the group moving again! 
 

The forecast for Sunday was expected to be above 30 degrees so we decided reluctantly to keep on walking for 
another couple of hours before setting up camp.  These 2 hours were the most challenging of the weekend – very 
slow going up, over, around and through enormous boulders by the river – made even more torturous by all the 
swimming holes we had to walk by!  We were getting very tired and decided to call it a day at 4pm and squeezed 
into a very tight camping area next to the Grose.  A beautiful balmy evening with more swimming and a fantastic 
happy hour!   
 

Up bright and early on Sunday to try and miss some of the heat.  Thanks to some great navigating we found 
ourselves on what we believe was part of the old Engineers’ Track so the going was fairly easy.  Of course, we 
found the best campsite only 20 minutes away!  We passed through many areas of beautiful blue gum forests with 
wonderful camping options.  We settled in the shade for a lengthy lunch and one last dip before the huge climb 
back out via Lockleys Pylon.    
 

This was truly an amazing walk.  The two prospectives deserve at least double Q’s for their huge effort on their 
first overnight walk.  I feel the area should be kept a bit of a ‘club secret’ – there are lots of options for further 
exploration.   
 

Thank you to all the experienced leaders that gave me tips over the weekend and made it so enjoyable.   I should 
also mention that we all survived drinking the water (boiled of course!) from the Grose……..!! 
 

For anyone hesitating about leading walks – just do it.!  There are always other leaders ready to give you a 
hand…………. 
 

Helen MacDonald 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tony and Marek admiring an ironstone sculpture 
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A Ridge Too Far A Ridge Too Far A Ridge Too Far A Ridge Too Far ––––    GNW 100’s, GNW 100’s, GNW 100’s, GNW 100’s, Nov Nov Nov Nov 14141414----15151515    
Karl Miller 

 

Following Clare’s OXFAM success (100k), we decided to push the envelope and enter the GNW100 in the 100 MILE 
category.  Essentially this requires entrants in the race to cover the 175k and +/- 6000 vertical meters in less than 
36 hours.   The course follows the Newcastle to Sydney, Great North Walk (GNW) route, through the Watagans.  It 
starts 25k west of Newcastle, at Teralba, with the ultimate goal being the wharf at Patonga beach.  In this, the 5th 
annual running of the event, the entry limit of 100 persons was fully subscribed with 37 choosing the “sprint” 
option of 100k and 63 trying the whole hog of 100 miles (actually 175k – masochists�). 
   
As per OXFAM, Clare and I put in the hard yards on the actual course, completing training runs of 50k, 50k, 78k, 
35k, 72k, 56k and a final 50k at night.  I still remember one of these “training runs” waking at 3am, car shuffling to 
start at 6am and finally getting into bed at 2am the next day.   
 

With 4 days to go there is a horrible realization that this will be a scorcher.  Hunter Valley temps are forecast in 
the early 30’s.  In the 2006 race, half the field was annihilated with heat stroke at 50k on the infamous Congewai 
Rd (7k without shade in a sun trap of a valley) in the baking afternoon sun.  Posts on cool running for that year 
describe a “war zone” at Congewai School check point.  My optimism that we would do it, wilted each time I 
checked the forecast.  Thursday and Friday were a mad rush to pack our support gear (note to self – leave kitchen 
sink behind next time).  With support crew, Clare, myself and another runner we set off up the freeway on Friday 
night stacked to the gunnels.  Clare and Graham managed to sleep that night, but I got exactly 1.5 hrs of the 
precious stuff, nervous beyond belief. 
 

Arrived at start and completed the mandatory gear check by 0500, briefing at 0530 and 
the race got away promptly at 0600.  Within 1k the entire field was reduced to a walk 
up the hill out of Teralba.  Our strategy was simple.  Take it real slow to Congewai (50k, 
8.5 hrs) to avoid heat stroke, then hang in there to arrive at Yarramalong (100k, 19hrs) 
in fit enough condition to continue.   By CP1 at 28k, we were 10 min ahead of schedule 
and refilled water bladders with iced water, grabbed snacks and gobbled down fresh 
fruit from our support car.   
 

The next section is “easy”, comprising a relatively flat ridge run of 12k, a decent to the 
valley and then 7k along a flat road.  And yet this section is responsible for race carnage 
each year.  It is exposed throughout to the sun and the last 7k is a blast furnace.  We 
took it easy, trying to avoid competing with other runners and do our own thing.  
Stepping onto the Congewai Rd with the temperature in the shade at 38C, Clare 
produced her (not so) secret weapon carried from CP1– a light weight folding umbrella, 
originally light blue, now sporting a silver metallic coating.  It did the trick, shading her 
whole body and allowing us to walk/run while most around us walked the 7k’s.   
 

At CP2 we spent 5 mins under the taps soaking our heads and clothes.  Here all 
competitors must pick up a reflective vest and two head-torches for the night section ahead.  20 mins later we 
were back out into the blast furnace feeling good - right up to the point we tried to jog along the road – and it 
didn’t happen!!  Then the track climbs a vertical 350m back up onto the Watagan range.  It was immediately 
apparent that Clare (and many others around us) was in trouble with heat stroke and dehydration issues.  We took 
50% longer than normal to reach the top and then could only walk for the 1.5 hrs.  As bad as we were feeling we 
passed 3-4 others simply sitting by the side of the track – at least we were still moving.  Fortunately the track 
finally descends after 3 hrs to cross Watagan Crk and Clare spent 5 mins lying spread out in it while I doused her 
head and neck with water.  10 min from the creek was a promised water replenishment station (unmanned).  
Arriving there with 5 others we were horrified to realize that of the 5x25L containers provided (125L), there was a 
mere 8-9L remaining for the 20 odd people with or behind us.  We still had 15k and more than 3 hrs to the next CP 
but took the bare minimum and launched ourselves (stumbled) up the next 250m hill.  At 8pm it was dark and we 
donned our vests and head torches.  Somewhere in the confusion I dropped my spare batteries on the track�.  At 
8:30 we reached an “out and back” section of the course and could assess our position as familiar faces headed 
back the other way.  The section took 6:20 hrs compared to 4:30 hrs in training – yipes!!   
 

By now the heat was replaced with pleasant evening temps.  At CP3, we changed shoes/socks and ate plenty of 
fresh fruit, keenly aware that Clare was not able face the thought of eating the snacks she carried between check 
points.  The 4th section is simple – up the hill, along the ridge for 3-4 k, down to a valley, then 12k along a flat 
sealed road.  3hrs in training, scheduled conservatively for 4hrs.  Clare was really strong up the hill and along the 
ridge.  We were hosing along and I calculated we were back on or ahead of schedule.  But reaching the sealed road 
Clare was unable to raise anything better than a fast walk and that faded to a slow walk by half way.  The fruit 
from CP3 had sustained her for 2 hrs but unable to generate saliva, the food we carried was unpalatable and she  
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Clare 
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simply ran out of energy and puked up what little remained.  In my sleep deprived and exhausted state it took an 
hour of bullying/pleading and cajoling before I finally twigged that there was nothing left in the tank.    
 
Reaching CP4 (103k) at nearly 2am we were a hour behind schedule, out of gas, nauseous, coping with screaming 
quads, knee pain and emotionally drained.  It took a few seconds to decide enough was enough and pull the pin 
with race organizers.   
 

In the 100 mile event, just 26 of the 63 entrants completed the full distance in the 36 hrs.  We were in good 
company.  It was “tough day at the office” with even seasoned veterans cutting it fine and finishing just 10 mins 
inside the 36 hour deadline.   Two entrants finished 36 mins after cut-off, devastated to have done the distance but 
nevertheless recording a DNF.  The GNW100’s maintain their deserved reputation as the toughest Ultra-marathon in 
Australia.  Somehow I suspect we have unfinished business with this event☺. 
 
 

Karl and Clare face their Demon’s / Karl and Clare face their Demon’s / Karl and Clare face their Demon’s / Karl and Clare face their Demon’s / 3333    PeaksPeaksPeaksPeaks, Dec 1, Dec 1, Dec 1, Dec 1----3333    
Karl Miller 

 
Postponed twice, the rescheduled date of 5-6 Dec loomed as a scorcher, so when Clare spotted 3 cooler days mid 
week, she cancelled class and packed our bags for the 3 Peaks.  The weather was as forecast and conditions 
perfect.  7-8C overnight, 17 max during the day mostly overcast and a full moon lighting the way both nights.  
Combined with near maximum daylight hours, you couldn’t ask for better. 
 
We set a 36 hr target with a no sleep schedule.  Coming on top of a working day, we faced 48 hrs without sleep.  
Could we do it?  We packed full camping kit just in case, bringing us to 6-7 kg’s each. 
 
Leaving the station sharply at 1900, the Cox’s was just ankle deep and we arrived at Kanangra Creek horrified to 
find it bone dry.  Luckily I managed to find a pool (complete with trout), 150m upstream.  The sleep monsters had 
us stumbling and bumbling though the broken rock section above Mt Strongleg, but a couple of No Doz found us at 
Cloudmaker at 5:40 (sunrise).  Kanangra Creek at Thunder Bend was flowing strongly so I wonder where it goes 
underground on the way to the Coxs.  Paralyser at 10:00, then that hateful descent to Whalania and a very tired 
and ploddy climb up Naroo in the afternoon sun for Guouogang at 3:30 (The sleep monsters had moved the cairn or 
planted more scrub, because it certainly played hard to get).  Sore feet and repair work on them had us slow to 
descend to the Coxs, leaving the Coxs at 20:00.  We plodded to the top of NN, where Clare got a 2nd wind and 
threatened to “run it in”.  The sleep monsters gathered again in the wee hours, and saw us both sleep walking for 
short periods and trees morphing into mansion houses and demons for Clare.  Finally we stood on the platform 
again, stopping the clock at 4:38 for 33:48hrs.   
 
I’m sure the slopes and descents get steeper every time!! 
 

 
 

Clare and Karl back at Katoomba Station, just a little tired! 
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This helps the Walks Secretary and New Members Secretary in noting progress of our new members, the 
Leaders' Development Group and the reporting of walks.
form in word. 
 

Please keep the signature sheets as these are a legal document.
 

 

Date, Walk Location & Route

SAT 31 OCT – Day Walk M122 
Metropolitan Area: - Royal National Park 
Waterfall station, Kangaroo creek, Karloo pool, Bottle forest track, Engadine 
station  
Walk Report: 
Everyone came by train to Waterfall station and we started walking at the 
reasonable time of 9.45 am. We followed a small track to Kangaroo creek and 
reached a waterfall and pool where we had morning tea and the first of the day 
swims. Then the going got a bit rougher without much of a track. At midday we 
stopped for lunch beside another pool that was duly put to the test by some of us. 
Glimpses of another good swimming spot were had five minutes after we started 
walking again; next time’s lunch spot. A call for swimming was answered again when 
we spotted yet another pool. We finally made it to Karloo pool at about 3 pm and 
had, you guessed it, a fourth swim. We crossed Kangaroo creek and walked on a nice 
track for a few hundred meters before the climb back up to the top and walked to 
the station. Congratulation to all, the walk was harder than last time we did it 
thanks to the many trees and branches felled by the October wind.
WEEKEND  31OCT – 1 NOV – OCT  – Weekend Walk 
Megalong Valley: 
Megalong Gap - Six Foot track - Cox’s River 
Tinpot – Ironpot Mountain - Dunphy Carpark

Walk Report:
Another beautiful weekend out on the Coxs. Perfect weather saw us casually making 
our way along the river to the Jenolan River campsite.  An early start for our trip up 
Goolara, and we spent the rest of the day slowly making our way along the ‘Pots’.  
At the end of the walk we made a hasty retreat to the Gardners Inn for a coffee 
and dinner!  
 
Surprisingly only one redbelly sighted. 
SUN 1 NOV – Day Walk –  M211   Day Walk            
Central Coast 
Bus or car to Palm Beach wharf. Ferry to Wagstaff 
boardwalk to Maitland Bay- up to Marie Byles L/O, road walk to Hardy Bay cafe for 
milkshakes and ice cream -Wagstaff Ferry back to Palm Beach

No Walk Report:

WED  4 NOV – Day Walk – S222 
Blackheath Area: -Two heads and a Mine Walk 
Trackhead to Asgard Swamp camp area then across country to climb up to Thor 
Head along the top to descent point back to firetrail descend to and inspect 
Mackenzie Mine remnants return to track and proceed to lunch spot during the 
climb to Asgard Head. Descend back to Asgard Swamp camp area and return to 
track head 

Walk Report:
Mist/cloud during the drive from Wentworth Falls to Blackheath made walking 
appear unlikely but had begun to lift at the walk start and had largely cleared for 
the Thor Head section and returned for Asgard Head section. Overall a pleasant 
cooler walking day. No rain to speak of. Earlier rain made some scrambles more 
slippery than usual but not dangerous. The flower display of Waratahs, Isopogens, 
Flannel Flowers and other smaller ground cover was a delight. Mist rising from the 
Grose views added another dimension to the grandeur. The mine inspection was 
very popular and although the view from Asgard Head was lost, we will just have to 
come again on another day. 

Walks & Other Walks & Other Walks & Other Walks & Other Activities Activities Activities Activities Nov 1 Nov 1 Nov 1 Nov 1 ––––    Nov Nov Nov Nov 30303030
pleted Walks Attendance Form & Activity Report to walksreporting@

This helps the Walks Secretary and New Members Secretary in noting progress of our new members, the 
Group and the reporting of walks.   Contact President Ron if you need the Attendance 

Please keep the signature sheets as these are a legal document. Thanking you in anticipation 
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Date, Walk Location & Route Activity 

 
Waterfall station, Kangaroo creek, Karloo pool, Bottle forest track, Engadine 

Everyone came by train to Waterfall station and we started walking at the very 
reasonable time of 9.45 am. We followed a small track to Kangaroo creek and 
reached a waterfall and pool where we had morning tea and the first of the day 
swims. Then the going got a bit rougher without much of a track. At midday we 

beside another pool that was duly put to the test by some of us. 
Glimpses of another good swimming spot were had five minutes after we started 
walking again; next time’s lunch spot. A call for swimming was answered again when 

e finally made it to Karloo pool at about 3 pm and 
had, you guessed it, a fourth swim. We crossed Kangaroo creek and walked on a nice 
track for a few hundred meters before the climb back up to the top and walked to 

alk was harder than last time we did it 
thanks to the many trees and branches felled by the October wind. 

 
Vivien de Remy de 
Courcelles
Christian Valence   (P)
Jennifer Crone   (P)
Emmanuelle Covert
Bob Galloway   (P)
Rachael Grindlay   (P)
Lucy Smiechura 
Adrian Buzo   (P)
Helene Sharp   (P)
Daniel Laver   (P)
Tom Brennan   (P)

Weekend Walk – M222E       26km 

Cox’s River - Lower Jenolan Gorge - Goolara Peak - 
Dunphy Carpark.  

Walk Report: 
beautiful weekend out on the Coxs. Perfect weather saw us casually making 

our way along the river to the Jenolan River campsite.  An early start for our trip up 
y slowly making our way along the ‘Pots’.  

At the end of the walk we made a hasty retreat to the Gardners Inn for a coffee  

Melinda Turner
David Trinder
David Jordan (P)
John Jordan (V)
Margaret Rozea
Pam Campbell
Sun Clement
Jill Pallas (P)
Rosemary McDougal
Janina Grzazek
Alan Wells
Shahram Landarani

Day Walk            15Km 

Bus or car to Palm Beach wharf. Ferry to Wagstaff - Box Head - Putty Beach - 
up to Marie Byles L/O, road walk to Hardy Bay cafe for 

Wagstaff Ferry back to Palm Beach 
No Walk Report: 

 
Tony Holgate
& Others

Two heads and a Mine Walk No2. . 
Trackhead to Asgard Swamp camp area then across country to climb up to Thor 
Head along the top to descent point back to firetrail descend to and inspect 
Mackenzie Mine remnants return to track and proceed to lunch spot during the 

d. Descend back to Asgard Swamp camp area and return to 

Walk Report: 
Mist/cloud during the drive from Wentworth Falls to Blackheath made walking 
appear unlikely but had begun to lift at the walk start and had largely cleared for 

ction and returned for Asgard Head section. Overall a pleasant 
cooler walking day. No rain to speak of. Earlier rain made some scrambles more 
slippery than usual but not dangerous. The flower display of Waratahs, Isopogens, 

r ground cover was a delight. Mist rising from the 
Grose views added another dimension to the grandeur. The mine inspection was 
very popular and although the view from Asgard Head was lost, we will just have to 

 
Jim Percy
Barrie 
Angelika Langley
Brian McConaghy
Jan Mohandas
Bob Gallaway
Jo van Sommers

30303030    
walksreporting@sbw.org.au. 

This helps the Walks Secretary and New Members Secretary in noting progress of our new members, the 
Contact President Ron if you need the Attendance 

Thanking you in anticipation – Stephen Brading 

Activity Participants 

Vivien de Remy de 
Courcelles 
Christian Valence   (P) 
Jennifer Crone   (P) 
Emmanuelle Covert 
Bob Galloway   (P) 
Rachael Grindlay   (P) 
Lucy Smiechura   (P) 
Adrian Buzo   (P) 
Helene Sharp   (P) 
Daniel Laver   (P) 
Tom Brennan   (P) 

Melinda Turner 
David Trinder 
David Jordan (P) 
John Jordan (V) 
Margaret Rozea 
Pam Campbell 
Sun Clement 
Jill Pallas (P) 
Rosemary McDougal 
Janina Grzazek 
Alan Wells 
Shahram Landarani 

Tony Holgate 
& Others 

Jim Percy 
Barrie Murdoch  
Angelika Langley 
Brian McConaghy 
Jan Mohandas 
Bob Gallaway 
Jo van Sommers 
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Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 

SAT 7 NOV – Day Walk M211     16km  
Metropolitan Area: - Lane Cove Valley 
Epping Station- Dence Park – Terrys Creek – Browns Waterhole – Lane Cove River – 
Blue Gum Creek – Chatswood Station 
Walk Report: 
Pleasant track walking along creeks and river.  Eastern Water dragons active along 
Lane Cove River. 

 
Richard Brading 
Kim Bailey 
Krasa Bozinovska(V) 
Bob Galloway   (P) 
Helen Lalas 
Melinda Turner 

SAT 7 NOV – Navigation & First Aid Training  
Metropolitan Area: 
A day of Navigation and First Aid in Centennial Park. 

No Activity Report: 

 
David Trinder  
& Others 

SUN 8 NOV Day Walk – M111  (Easy)  13km 
Metropolitan Area – Royal National Park 
The Curra Moor circuit. Includes visits to Eagle Rock and the top o f North Garie 
Head. 

Walk Report: 
It was a cloudy day, which was ideal because there is not much shade on this walk 
except at the start and the end. We left the carpark and walked through the forest 
for about a kilometre until we came out onto the moors. We made our way to 
Curracorong and Eagle Rock, where there were truly spectacular coastal views. We 
had lunch right on top of Eagle Rock!   After lunch we briefly explored some clifftop 
caves on the southern edge of Curracorong, and then followed the main track down 
the coast to the lookout at the top of North Garie Head, from where we had great 
views further down the coast to Garie Beach, Thelma Head, and Semi Detached 
Point.  From the lookout we took the cross-country track which leads back to the 
carpark.  It was a really pleasant day with plenty of magnificent coastal views. 

 
Nigel Weaver 
Margaret Weaver 
Misako Sugiyama 
Christine McColl 
Molly Wagner   (P) 
Rob McIlwaine 
Christine Edwards 

SUN 8 NOV – Day Walk M222     Q    14km   
Illawarra Area – Morton NP 
 
Belmore Falls road –High Point 671-Burrawang Creek-Top of Big Falls-Traverse to 
Barrengarry Creek –BF stages, main-Hindmarsh lookout   

 
Walk Report: 

26 starters were split in to two groups of 13.  Ian Thorpe was tail of group 1 and Sue 
Becknell led Group 2 with Geoff Colman and mark Dabbs at the tail.  The Groups 
coalesced at designated rendezvous points.  Before e setting off Ian, Sue, Mark and 
Geoff were briefed on the route. 

To avoid heavy scrub and creek crossings I varied my usual route along upper 
Burrawang Creek by following a ridge to McKnight’s gully junction.  An unexpected 
cliff required a handline descent Sue and Ian supervised.  Orderly descent, no 
problems but about 45 mins to get all of party down. 

Delightful forest along Burrawang Creek. Good progress cross the traverse to reach 
Big Falls main at 4:30pm Admired Big Falls, afternoon tea break 15mins and then all 
together up the climb arriving cars 5:30pm.  20 for dinner at Mittagong RSL, very 
convivial.  All 11 new members walked very well 

A great day out. 

Stephen’s comment: - I think Ron has set a new club record for number of people 
on a single walk. Terrific organizational effort.  

Ron Watters 
Kaye Birch   (P) 
Kim Bailey 
Michelle Docker   (P) 
Therese Holliday   (P) 
Ondrej Ivanic 
Katarina Magova   (P) 
Linda Tarran 
Emily Clough 
Jill Paillas   (P) 
Sue Bucknell 
Paul Bishop   (P) 
Penelope Irvine   (P) 
Ian Thorpe 
Elidh McMillan   (P) 
Tim Sewell   (P) 
Lily Ng   (P) 
Tim Yewdall 
Geoff Colman 
Sue Yap 
Sandra See 
Maureen Carter 
David Carter 
Lloyd Frances   (P) 
Glenn Draper 
Mark Dabbs 

SAT 14 NOV – Day Walk  M223E  (Medium)    Q          12km 
Mt Wilson Area: 
Mt Wilson - Du Faur Creek - Bell Creek - ridge - Du Faur Creek - ridge - Mt Wilson. 

No Walk Report: 

 
Ian Thorpe 
& Others 
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Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 

SUN 15 NOV  – Day walk Easy 10km 
Illawarra Area: 
Walk Killalea Lagoon sighting birds then along the renowned surfing beaches 
(Mystics and Farm), continue around Minnamurra sand spit and return along the 
river and tracks. 

No Walk Report: 

 

Bill Holland 

& Other 

SUN 15 NOV  – Day Walk – M111       14km 
Metropolitan Area: - Eastern Suburbs 
Edgecliff Station - Rushcutters Bay - Wooloomooloo Bay - Lady Macquarie’s Chair - 
Bennelong Point - The Rocks - Millers Point - Darling Harbour - Pyrmont Point - Fish 
Markets Light Rail Station.  

Walk Report: 
This was, as they say in footy, a day of two halves: the morning full of interest, the 
afternoon rather less so.  
We left Edgecliff station at 9.30 and followed the harbour foreshore generally west 
from Rushcutters Bay as close as access allowed, taking in many interesting and 
scenic delights on our way including the lovely little park opposite Elizabeth Bay 
House, ships being repaired in the Garden Island dry dock, and the brilliant view 
from Lady Macquarie’s Chair. 
Things weren’t quite so appealing after we had lunch in Dawes Point Park near the 
southern pylon of the Harbour Bridge. I couldn’t find an interesting lane in Millers 
Point once used by night soil carters, or a water powered sound installation on 
Pyrmont Point, seen there on previous visits. Furthermore, Pyrmont Point is less 
interesting now to the traveller on foot than it used to be. The industries along the 
foreshore and the bustle of ships loading and unloading cargoes at the wharves has 
been replaced by a sterile landscape of high-rise home units of undistinguished 
design surrounded by natty landscaped gardens, although on the positive side, there 
are public board walks along their waterfronts. After  negotiating a couple of high-
rise canyons and a cliff top walk we arrived at the Fish Markets light rail stop about 
2.45pm for a ride in air-conditioned comfort back to Central. 

 
Ian Rannard 
Jan Roberts 
Helen Lalas 
Ron Watters 
Patrick McNaught 
Kirsty Richards   (P) 
Phillipa Williams 
Misako Sugiyama 
Heesuk   (P) 
Jo Ajanovic 
Col Rannard    (V) 

SUN 15 NOV  – Kayak Trip – Easy 
Hawkesbury River 
Kayak from the Grose River at Yarramundi to Windsor Beach. 

No Walk Report: 

 
Roger Treagus 
& Others 

WEEKEND 14-15 NOV  – Weekend Walk – L222          Q 
Mt Hay Range & Grose Valley 
Mt Hay - Borang Crags - Kolonga Walls - Byles Pass - Grose River - side trip to 
Carmarthen Junction - Grose Gorge - Blue Gum - De Faur Buttress - Lockley Pylon - 
The Pinnacles 

No Walks Report: 

 
Helen McDonald 
& Others 

WEEKEND 14-15 NOV  – Bike ride 
Upper Hunter Area: 
Saturday - Cycle from leader’s house at Timor, up the Isis River Valley and over 
Crawney Pass (Elevation 1000m) to historic gold mining town of Nundle. Stay in 
Nundle overnight at caravan park. Sunday - Cycle back to Timor via the same route. 

No Activity Report: 

 
Don Wills 
Liz Wills 
& Others 

TUES 17 NOV – Day Walk – Easy 
Illawarra Area 
Blackbutt Reserve - We will walk on two tracks and off track with time for coffee 
etc. 

No Walks Report: 

 
Bill Holland 
& Others 
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Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 

SAT 21 NOV  – Day walk M222 (Medium)          Q             12km 
Southern Highlands – Robinson Area: 
Fountaindale Road second bridge - Diharowal Creek West branch - Surprise Falls - 
Bridal Veil Falls - rainforest traverse - up Missingham Steps - fire trail - Box canyon 
lookout - Lorna Doone Pool – firetrail back to start. 

Walk Report: 
The day before the walk is was 41 degrees locally, and all 5 prospectives who signed 
up for what was billed as a Q walk, plus 2 full members, cried off. I would have 
called the walk off had there been a total fire ban, temps in high thirties, and 
extreme fire danger, but as it turned out, the temps on the day were in the 
twenties, the fire risk was high (3 on the new scale of 1-7), there was no fire ban, 
and the hard core of 7 walkers who persisted were rewarded with a lovely walk in 
the cool of the rain forest. The rain forest was very dry, with very little water at 
either Surprise Falls, Bridal Veil Falls or Lorna Doone Pool. A very pleasant day out, 
ending with ice creams in Robertson. Next day, there was a total fire ban, the fire 
rating was extreme (level 6 of 7 on the new scale) and the temperatures soared 
again, so we were lucky with the timing of this walk. 

 
Richard Darke 
Ian Thorpe 
Ro McDonald 
Mike Arnott 
David Trinder 
Melinda Turner 

SUN 22 NOV  – Day Walk –  M211     16km 
Metropolitan Area: - Gordon to Lindfield via the Roseville Bridge 
Gordon Station - Bungaroo Track - Governor Phillip Walk - Lyrebird Track - Davidson 
Park – Roseville Bridge - Two Creeks Track - Lindfield Station. 

CANCELLED: 

 
David Bell 

SUN 22 NOV –  Day Walk –  M222E      11km    440m ascent 
Katoomba Area: - Red Ledge Pass & Devils Hole 
Starting at the locked gate at Narrow Neck. Red Ledge is reached via a ridge - 
dropping to Diamond Creek and rising to views of the Megalong Valley. The route 
follows Corral Creek - Devil’s Hole Track - Devil’s Hole and back to Cliff Drive 

CANCELLED: 

 
Pam Campbell 

SUN 22 NOV – Day Walk – L222     25km 
Megalong Valley Area 
Dunphy Carpark - Carlons Creek - Black Horse Ridge - Mobbs Swamp - Mount Dingo - 
Splendour Rock and return via Medlow Gap. 

CANCELLED: 

 
David Trinder 

WEEKEND 21-22 NOV  – Weekend Walk – M222 Medium      Q       18km 
Mountain Lagoon – Upper Colo Area 
Mountain Lagoon road - Tootie Creek - Colo River- Mountain Lagoon. A walk down 
the beautiful Tootie Creek. 
CANCELLED: 

 

WEEKEND 21-22 NOV – Weekend Bike ride          
Kangaroo Valley Area 
Depart Sydney terminal by train for Moss Vale. 
 Day 1 from Moss Vale via Meryla road, Glenrock Ft, through Meryla Pass and a long 
winding steep descent to Yurrunga Creek. A break at Old Griffins Farm with it s 
Kangaroos. Cross the ford and up to Jacks Corner and along  JC Road to historic 
Hampden Bridge with its classic turrets and then to tranquil riverside Coolana.-50k 
approx 
 Day 2 Approx 30km Pass through Kangaroo Valley Village and ascend Woodhill 
Mountain and finally downhill to Berry for the 2:58 PM train to Sydney. 

CANCELLED: 

 
Emmanuelle Convert 

MON-FRI 23-27 NOV – Midweek Camping –  Dunns Swamp 
Wollemi National Park - east of Rylstone 

Activity Report: 
Transferred to the Holland residence at Shell Cove 

Bill Holland 
& Others 

THU – SUN  26-29 NOV –  Day Walk – M112  (Easy Medium) 
Maureen’s Meander to Melbourne walks series.  
Burrill Lake - Lake Tabourie - Merry Beach - Durras Lake - Batemans Bay  

No Walk Report: 
 

 
Maureen Carter 
& Others 
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Date, Walk Location & Route Activity Participants 

THU – SUN  26-29 NOV –  Day Walk – M112  (Easy Medium) 
Maureen’s Meander to Melbourne walks series.  
Burrill Lake - Lake Tabourie - Merry Beach - Durras Lake - Batemans Bay  

No Walk Report:  

 
Maureen Carter 
& Others 

SAT 28 NOV – Day Walk – M222 
Southern Metropolitan Area: 
Helensburgh - Cawleys Road - Cawleys Saddle - Lake Toolooma - The Yellow Pool - 
Waterfall. 

Walk Report: 
The weather was fine, and became quite hot as the day went on – reaching the low 
thirties around lunchtime.  Fortunately there was a cooling breeze at times.  We 
left Helensburgh station and followed Cawleys Road until we reached a section 
alongside an old railway cutting which led us into a disused tunnel about 400 metres 
long.  We made our way through the tunnel by torchlight, which was a bit of fun. At 
the end of the tunnel was a large abandoned platform where we took a break in the 
shade. From there we did a steep off-track climb uphill until we got back onto 
Cawleys Road, which we followed until we reached a turnoff to a firetrail that heads 
north over Cawleys Knob.  We took this firetrail, and later on found a suitable shady 
area for lunch, after which we continued northwards until we were able to get 
across into Heathcote National Park. We followed the firetrails and foot tracks 
around to the Yellow Pool, which was not appealing enough to go for a swim in, 
which was rather disappointing. However three of our party had already had a brief 
dip in Lake Toolooma. From the Yellow Pool we made our way on the foot tracks up 
to Waterfall, where we were able to partake in welcoming cool drinks at the one 
and only local shop.  This walk would be better done as a winter walk because there 
was not enough shade on it for a summer day. In addition there is an alternative 
route that avoids some sections of Cawleys Road by going through some old railway 
cuttings. These changes would turn the walk into an attractive and interesting one.  
It’s a good walk to do again in this new format. 

 
Nigel Weaver 
Margaret Weaver 
Roshni Banwait   (P) 
Barbara Bruce 
Glenn Draper 
Trevor Wright   (P) 
Belinda Wright   (P) 
Paul Irwin 
Rudy Weaver   (P) 
David Jordan   (P) 

SUN 29 NOV – Day Walk – S121 
Metropolitan Area – North: -Chatswood Station to James Street 
Ferndale Track - Stringybark Creek - Great North Walk - true right of Blue Gum 
Creek - Barbeque at James Street.  No Walk Report:  

 
Patrick McNaught 
& Others 

SUN 29 NOV – Day Walk – M222        12km 
Illawarra Area  
Foot of Macquarie Pass - Cascades Track - Forest Route - Rainbow Falls - Macquarie 
Rivulet - Foot of Macquarie Pass. 
Walk Report: 
An interesting area and a fun group of walkers.  It would have been a great day had 
we not returned to find one car had been burgled.  Moral to this story: “Beware: 
the picnic area at the base of Macquarie Pass.” (Next time we might try parking the 
cars down the little fire trail opposite the picnic area.) 

 
Melinda Turner 
David Trinder 
Shahram Landarani 
Chris Turton   (P) 
Kim Smith    (P) 

WEEKEND 28-29 NOV  – Weekend Walk – M323E - Lightweight walking 
Megalong Valley Area 
Lightweight ‘Show and Tell” Sat morning, then Carlon’s Head, Harmil Ledge, 
Dunphy Pass, Glenraphael Swamp, Camp, Tarros, Mt Warrigal, Mobbs Soak 
Walk Report: 
The purpose of this w/e was to discuss ultralight gear options on Sat morning, then 
put it to the test with a strenuous walk.  Boy Saturday was very very hot, but the 
lightweight gear allowed us to carry and consume 4L of water each in the afternoon 
session.  Combined with strong winds, it meant a TFB was in effect.  Molly surprised 
herself with a gutsy scramble to lunch at the top of Carlon’s Head.  Noted the NN 
fire tower was manned, took advantage of an unexpected water source, then along 
Harmil Ledge to scramble off Glenraphael Head before finally getting relief from the 
heat in the deep shade of Dunphy’s Pass.  We made a cramped camp on the corner 
of Glenraphael creek and were thankful we could create a communal shelter from a 
large tarp, as there was no space for 5 tents.  Sunday we located the pass up Mt 
Warrigal and were baffled to find the beginnings of a rudimentary stone hut toward 
the summit.  Returned to cars via Mobbs Soak, before beating a track to the 
Gardeners 

 
Karl Miller 
Molly Wagner   (P) 
Rory Fagan 
Paul Barton 
Ondrej Ivanic 



 

Summer Walks Program UpdatesSummer Walks Program UpdatesSummer Walks Program UpdatesSummer Walks Program Updates    
 

 

Leigh McClintock’s Summer Walks  
 

Leigh McClintock’s walks were accidentally left off the Summer Walks Program.  (Sincere apologies!)   
 
Please find them here instead. 
 

Advance Notice 1. 
 

 
 

13-27 April 

Camino de Santiago de Compostela – The Camino Primitivo 
 

Having more of less got the hang of the Camino in 2009, I’m keen to go back again, and put all the  
hard won knowledge to use.  The Camino Primitivo (“Original Way”) was travelled by King Alfonso II 
of Asturias in the 9th century.  It runs 262km from Oviedo in Asturias through Lugo to Melide on the 
Camino Frances.  From there it’s another 53km to Santiago.  It is a relatively hard route through the  
mountains with a good deal of climbing and descending.  Two 30km days. Stay mostly in pilgrim  
hostels, some hotels for sanity. 
 

Grade: L231                        Leader: Leigh McClintock 8920 2389 (ah) or mcclintock@unwired.com.au 
 

 

Advance Notice 2. 
 

 
 

16-28 May 

Japan – 6 Mountains in the Kinki Region 
 

The mountains are not very big (between 900 and 1800 meters) and are scattered around the Osaka– 
Kyoto–Nara–Kii region – the heart of Japanese culture, and the area with the most 3-star tourist  
attractions.  All but one the mountains can be climbed in a day, leaving plenty of time to explore. 
We will stay in hotels in Osaka and Kyoto, temples in Koya-san and Kumano, and somewhere along  
the line we will work a hot spring ryokan into the schedule. 
 

Grade: S231                        Leader: Leigh McClintock 8920 2389 (ah) or mcclintock@unwired.com.au 
 

 

Day Walk 
 

 
 

28-30 Dec 

Shoalhaven River                                                                                                      Map: Caoura 
 

Specially designed for recharging after Christmas.  We will go down into the Gorge at Long Nose  
Point, and follow the river upstream just far enough to find a nice sandy campsite near a swimming 
hole.  Wet feet.  Next day explore a side canyon or do nothing, according to taste.  Climb the  
400 metres out again on day 3 before it gets too hot. 
 

Grade: S233                        Leader: Leigh McClintock 8920 2389 (ah) or mcclintock@unwired.com.au 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Crossing the Rio Nora on the Puente de Colloto 
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The Midweek WalkersThe Midweek WalkersThe Midweek WalkersThe Midweek Walkers    
Bill Holland 

 

The November excursion to Dunns Swamp was abandoned as the park was closed due to bushfires in the area.  
Actually, abandoned is not the right word; we relocated activities to the leader’s home at Shell Cove with walks and 
some cycling each day in the local area.  A total of eleven people attended but not all for the whole week.  Our 
numbers were boosted by four others joining us for a barbecue held on Wednesday night. 

On Monday, two of us cycled around Shell Cove pending the arrival of others coming in on Tuesday. Tuesday featured 
a walk along the bushland and beaches at Killalea.  Wednesday we covered the new coastal walk from Kiama to Werri 
Beach followed by a visit to Bass Point; on Thursday we went to the Minnamurra Rain Forest followed by more cycling; 
Friday was winding down day. 

 

Changes to Next Year’s Planning: 

The scheduled outing to Dunns Swamp was well supported so I have 
rescheduled it to next year – it will be February (see below).  
 
Another change is to move the proposed Currawong activity to March (now 
confirmed) and Wombarra Holiday units to April (still to be confirmed). The 
proposed dates for these activities are stated below. 

 
February: Dunns Swamp (Monday 22nd – Fri 26th February)  

March : Currawong Cottages (22nd – 26th March)  

April:  Tombara Holiday Units (19th  -23rd April) 

May:  Wilsons Promontory 

Please keep in mind that the last two items are indicative and will be confirmed by a later newsletter. 

 

Coming Activities:  

Here are some mid week day walks in December as shown on the Summer Walks programme.  

Thurs  

10 Dec 

Cycle Trip along Botany Bay Map: Street Directory 
Tempe Station (or Wolli Creek) - Botany Bay - Kurnell - Cronulla. A tried and true trip that never 
fails to delight. We can explore around Kurnell or spend more time at Cronulla. Possible return by 
train. Plenty of opportunities for swimming too. Joint trip with Bush Club. 35kms(one way) 
Grade: L222 Leader: Maureen Carter, 9773 4637, 0409 453 230, moz.carter@pacific.net.au 

Tues 

15 Dec 
Q 

Blue Mountains NP Maps: Katoomba 
Wentworth Falls - Darwin’s Walk - Wentworth Falls upper and lower - Hippocrene Falls - Valley of 
Waters - National Pass - WF base - Darwin’s Walk to start. Waterfalls galore and sweeping views over 
Jamison Valley, beautiful rain forest. Coffee and cakes to finish. Steep descents and ascents, steps 
and ladders. On track but with obstacles like fallen logs and tree roots. 
Grade M222 Q Leader: Ron Watters, 9419 2507, 0419 617 491, wattersr@bigpond.net.au 

Tues 
29 Dec 

Bobbin Head Track 
Morning walk and finish by lunch time. Enjoy the early morning along Cowan Creek. 
Grade: M121 Leader: Tony Holgate 0434 968 793, tholgate@optusnet.com.au 

 

 The Mid-Week Walkers are an informal group of SBW members who have time to spare for mid-week activities, some of 

which are shown on the Walks Programme and some organized at short notice and advised by monthly newsletter sent 
to all on my Mid Week Walkers list.  

We welcome all members to our activities, including new members, their families and accompanying visitors.  The 

range of activities caters for all abilities with emphasis on a more relaxed style of walking.  Some even prefer to spend 
at least part of the time back at base reading, bird watching or just relaxing in the outdoors. In most cases you can join 
us for all or any part of the Monday to Friday events, but we need to know you are coming. 
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Coolana ReportCoolana ReportCoolana ReportCoolana Report    
 
Chris and Mae Miller were down at Coolana during the last weekend of November they reported that in general 
Coolana was looking good with water in the tanks and most things under control. They used the brush cutter on 
some thistles, Paterson’s curse and other weeds on the eastern flat. Some of the leaves from around the shelter 
shed were blown away with the leaf blower to the limit of the fuel in the tank, the clearing of the leaves needs to 
be done regularly during the bush fire danger period.  
 
On Tuesday 1st December new member Chris Turton and wife Debbie went down to Coolana to camp over night 
arriving about 4:30pm. Don arrived about 5:00pm and after re painting the sump buster lettering proceeded down 
to the tool shed. The toilet was inspected and a new drum of saw dust was put beside the pan. The battery was 
found to be faulty with very high internal impedance; the battery was replaced with the one from the tool shed. A 
check of the charging voltage needs to be done. The small pump battery is still connected in the tool shed. An 
inspection was made of the eastern flat. A very many weeds lay dead the result of the spraying effort at the end of 
October, the good work of Chris was evident and the weed situation is very pleasing. There are some weeds coming 
up and there is still plenty of scope for anybody wishing to have a go with brush-off, chipper or brush cutter. The 
thistles in particular are a sitter for the brush cutter where the seed head can be removed before it develops. A 
few, three noogoora burr plants were noted. However the eastern flat looks the best it has been for years. The 
sites of the recent fires are still bare and if the grass on the camping flat grows to set seed as it has done the last 
two summers then collecting some seed by hand and spreading it on these bare patches is a worthwhile enterprise. 
A pleasant campfire was enjoyed by those present and the little light rain saw us sleep under shelter. 
 
On Wednesday morning Debbie and Chris continued their exploration of the tracks this time heading for the scenic 
circuit and Dot Butlers Lookout. An inspection of the camping flat revealed some swamp dock but in much reduced 
numbers as the ongoing spraying program is showing some success. The grass on the flat is thick and green but 
cropped short by the wombats. The grass on the sloping areas is showing signs of stress from lack of water, with 
some dead areas; let us hope for rain soon. A start was made on chain sawing the many logs close by the campfire. 
At 9:29:30 am Jacob Adams arrived for our 9:30am appointment. Jacob is a Catchment Protection Officer with the 
Sydney Catchment Authority and he was at Coolana to do the acquittal inspection for our last grant of $8000:00 
under CPIG #125. Jacob commented that SBW grant applications were very well done, thank you Gretel, and that it 
would be nice if they had more groups like SBW who were prepared to tackle weeds and bush regeneration in the 
catchment.  
 
After Jacob left I went back to chain sawing eventually using just over three litres of fuel in the chainsaw. The logs 
cut up need to be stacked for future fire wood use these are the last but a few of the black wattles on the camping 
flat. The dam was at top water level but the weather was a bit cool for swimming.  
 

Don Finch 
 

 
 
Scotch Thistles on the eastern Flat   Noogoora Burr on the eastern flat, One of the many fire sites on the 

        public enemy number one  eastern flat in need of grass seeding 
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Kosciuszko Huts Association (KHA) UpdateKosciuszko Huts Association (KHA) UpdateKosciuszko Huts Association (KHA) UpdateKosciuszko Huts Association (KHA) Update    
 

http://www.kosciuszkohuts.org.au/index.html 
 
The prefabrication of Pretty Plain Hut at the Khancoban NPWS Depot has proceeded with the pre-cut and fitted 
Mountain Ash Logs having recently been flown in by helicopter to the site. Erection has commenced, and will 
continue over the coming summer. They are still looking for volunteers who would like to work on site up till March. 
People will need to walk in 3-4km, but hopefully can help with gear to go in on quad bikes. They are looking for 
people with a range of skills and especially timber working skills. Interested people should contact Megan on Ph 02 
69477016. Can anyone walking in the Snowies over the holiday period consider doing a detour to the site and 
lending a hand, if only for an afternoon or a day or so?  
 
Mawson’s Hut is increasingly showing its age, and needs some work done on it. As this is a Hut that Club Members 
regularly visit, can interested people please consider putting up their hand to lead a Maintenance Trip, or to be a 
participant. This would leverage off the existing KHA organization and arrangements with the National Parks i.e. 
the locked gate at Munyang would be opened for a small number of 4WD Vehicles to drive up to the quarry past 
Schlinks to dump people and gear. Then hoof it in the last 6 kms (if the NPWS have spare helo hours, they can drop 
material at the Hut). As those who have been on “Weekend Maintenance Trips” before will attest, this can make an 
interesting and different trip into the high country!  (All levels of expertise can be utilized from “can recognize a 
paint brush most of the time” to “Master Cabinet Maker”).  The KHA Hut Maintenance Officer South is in the 
process of arranging a trip in the Feb – April 2010 time frame.  
 
Same applies for a maintenance trip to O’Keefe’s Hut, in the Feb – April 2010 time frame.  
 
Please send me an email (ianmcwolfe@hotmail.com ) or give me a ring (0413662370) if you are interested? 
 
 
KHA have gone up market with their Technology and now have an online Forum at http://khuts.org/forum/  - so, 
have a “surf”. Especially after visiting a Hut and provide your 2 cents worth. 
 
 
Here are some other useful web sites: 
 
www.kiandrahistory.net – the NPWS is to reconvert the old Court House/Hotel into an “Interpretative Centre” 
http://www.gmduncan.com/Aussie_Huts/  - for Victorian and NSW Huts 
www.monaropioneers.com 
www.khuts.org 
http://www.vhcha.org.au/ 
 
Looking for a special Xmas present? Klaus Huenke’s “Huts of the High Country” has just been released in its 8th 
edition, and signed copies can be obtained from Klaus by writing to him at 2 Lambell Close, Palmerston 2913 with 
$39.95 and $10 postage (Cheque/Postal Order) Ph 02 6242 0995. 
 
Ian Wolfe 
Your humble KHA Delegate 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pretty Plains Hut before the 2003 fires 
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Training EventsTraining EventsTraining EventsTraining Events    
 

Abseiling Instruction Location Changed to Newnes Plateau /Jan 23-26, 2010 
 

The January abseiling instruction dates as shown on the summer program clash with Ian Wolfe’s canyoning trip at 
Newnes.  Therefore we have decided to move the venue for the Instruction Days to Newnes.  That way people can 
take part straight away in canyoning (that being the purpose of the instruction anyway...)  Claudia Douglas, a 
Qualified Abseil Instructor and Leader, through the Australian School of Mountaineering, will be there to instruct 
newcomers.  Participants are asked to contact Ian Wolfe.  His contact details are: 
 

Home: 02 9904 3370, Work: 02 8087 1825, Mobile: 0413 662 370 or email: ianmcwolfe@hotmail.com 
 

Navigational Tutorial for Leaders 
 

This is a day walk in the Ku-ring-gai Chase NP designed to teach new or potential leaders some of the finer points of 
navigation. It may also be useful for those members that want to expand or refresh their navigational skills. Topics 
covered will include; planning a route, how to interpret the topography, compass course navigating through varied 
terrain so as to anticipate and avoid potential problems. Grid references with GPS confirmation. Track, creek and 
off track walking involved. Participants need to be current SBW members with a good basic knowledge of 
navigation. Everybody to have own map (Cowan) and compass. Party Limit. 
 

Grade: M222 (Medium) Leader: Don Finch 94523719, finchros@bigpond.com 
 

Comprehensive Remote Area First Aid Courses 2010 
 

 
 
 

The BWRS is holding a number of Comprehensive Remote Area First Aid Courses next year.  The dates and locations 
are: 
 

1. February 14th, 13th and 27th, 28th at Berrima Scout Camp 
2. April 17th, 18th and May 1st, 2nd at Waterfall Camp Coutts 
3. October 9th, 10th and 23rd, 24th at Berrima Scout Camp 

 

For more information and registration visit the BWRS Web Site at: 
 

http://www.bwrs.org.au/?q=remote-area-first-aid 
 

For even more details contact: 
 

TEL: (02) 4225 3580 David or Merri Sheppard 
Email: shepparddavid1@bigpond.com 
 

Wilderness First Aid Course 
 

Feb 20 – 21 
 

This Wilderness First Aid Course is conducted by Stuart Clark of Wild Aid and will be held over the weekend in Lane 
Cove. It will cover various scenarios including diagnosing and treating fractures, spinal injury, shock, cardiac arrest, 
snake bite etc as well as handling a multi casualty scenario all in realistic bush settings. SBW is paying 50% so the 
cost is only $120 per participant. Commitment and payment needs to be made 2 weeks prior to course 
commencement i.e. by 6 February.  
 

This is open to members with Leaders in particular encouraged to attend. 
 

Contact: Bill Hope 80842224, bill.hope@optusnet.com.au 
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Horses and BushwalkersHorses and BushwalkersHorses and BushwalkersHorses and Bushwalkers 

To coincide with horse racing seasons the common standard birthday for horses is January 1 in the northern 
hemisphere and August 1 for horses in the southern hemisphere. When a horse travels from one hemisphere to the 
other I guess they put their age up or down accordingly.  But what have horse birthdays got to do with bushwalkers 
I hear you ask?  Socially and statically the answer is not much; horses and bushwalkers are two totally different 
groups with perhaps nothing in common.  Well not quite, there is one small piece of commonality.  Almost a decade 
ago, in 2000, a common standard birthday modelled on the horse’s birthday was held for bushwalkers with a 
significant birthday that year.  In March 2000 about 100 bushwalkers with a significant birthday or associates of 
those with a significant birthday gathered at Coolana to celebrate their significant birthday.  A significant birthday 
is one ending with a zero, thus 20, 30, 40, etc, you get the idea.  All the attendees of 2000 are now a decade older 
and ready for another bash.  There are also plenty of others who could and should attend.  

The birthday bash will be jointly held with the SBW Annual Reunion, an annual event held once every twelve 
months on the weekend following the AGM on the second Wednesday of March. At the Reunion the SBW President is 
sworn or re-sworn into office; associated with the swearing is a minor amount of blasphemy and cursing particularly 
in the absence of insect repellent. The first SBW Reunion was in 1937. 

The 2010 Reunion will also feature a classical music concert, Music in the Bush somewhat akin to the popular Opera 
in the Outback but without the fat lady singing.  The venue at Coolana for all events concert, Music in the Bush, 
Significant Birthdays, Presidential Swearing, Pre-Happy Hour, Happy Hour, Post-Happy Hour and supper will be the 
Concert Hall, a small, cleared area at the base of the escarpment with the rock wall acting as an acoustic music 
shell.  The Concert Hall site was carefully selected for its acoustic properties and closeness to the carpark (about 
50 metres) and the main track (about 100 metres along the track).  For the Significant Birthdays the main track 
carpark to Concert Hall could be renamed the Champagne Trail.  Access along the Champagne Trail is suitable with 
minimum assistance for the not-so-fit. 

The preliminary, Saturday 13 March 2010 program for the Coolana Reunion Weekend, is below. 

4.00 to 4.00 Pre-concert Socializing, pre Happy Hour 
5.00 to 6.00 Music in the Bush, Coolana Classical Concert  
6.00 Start of Happy Hours 
6.00 to 7.00 Significant Birthdays  
7.00 Presidential Investiture  
7.17 sunset Australian Eastern Daylight Savings Time 
7.15  Dinner, continuation of  Happy Hour/Significant Birthdays 
9.00 Supper … 

 

To assist in supper planning significant birthday attendees should contact Fran Holland (franholl@bigpond.com).  
For other matters contact me (pjames28@bigpond.net.au).  Besides attendees, participants and their families 
willing workers are always welcome.  See the Walks Program for details. 

Patrick James 
 
 

Vale David PeacockVale David PeacockVale David PeacockVale David Peacock    
  

Some older members will remember David Peacock who has died suddenly in New Zealand. David came into our 
lives as a member of SBW in the late sixties. He was a young Englishman with strong views on most issues. A good 
walker and fine companion. 
  

David died instantly from a heart attack near Lake Hawea, Central Otago, New Zealand on the 30th October 2009. 
David was push bike riding with his wife’s brother in law Alan at the time and despite all his efforts and those from 
two passing doctors there was no response. David was himself, a doctor and there was no early indication of heart 
problems. David’s brother Stephen from Scarborough was able to assist Pam and the girls after his death. 
  

Our thoughts are with Pam, Naomi and her sister and hope that time will ease the pain of such an untimely loss. 
  

Don Finch 
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Summer Social ProgramSummer Social ProgramSummer Social ProgramSummer Social Program    
 

Dec 16/6.30pm  Traditional SBW Christmas Party 
 

It’s that time of year again so come along and celebrate Christmas with some old friends, meet some new ones.  
Bring along a plate of your favourite happy hour, the Club will provide the Christmas cheer. 
 

Christmas/New Year Camping at Coolana in the Kangaroo Valley 
 

All members, prospective members and their families may visit and stay at Coolana at any time. Christmas is a 
great time to enjoy our magnificent property.  There is no need to book, just come and join the social scene. Water 
on site and and the composting toilet make this a pleasant place  Stay for a New Year celebration! 
 

Jan 6   Evening Picnic at Balmoral Picnic 
 

To start the New Year we’re getting together again at the south end of Balmoral Beach. This annual event is a 
chance to relax with other members and friends, and perhaps enjoy a swim at the end of the day. 
 

The Balmoral Picnic will start with a walk at 4pm (south end of Balmoral Beach), followed by the picnic at 6pm 
(south end of Balmoral Beach) which is BYO everything.  You can buy fish 'n chips on the promenade.   

March    Music in the Bush 

 

Classically trained musicians and singers needed. 

In March 2010 SBW is staging a classical music concert, Music in the Bush (somewhat akin to the popular Opera in 
the Outback but without the fat lady singing).  All SBW classically trained musicians and singers are invited to 
contact the Artistic Advisor as soon as possible to discuss the Concert and their potential involvement.  The 
invitation is also open to close associates of SBW members and prospective members.  Music in the Bush will be 
suitable for orchestral instruments and voice.  The music envisaged at this stage will be the more popular classics 
suitable for an audience of diverse musical appreciation 

Please contact our Artistic Advisor, Claudia Douglas at claudiadouglas@westnet.com.au 
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BUSHWALKS WANTED FOR SBW AUTUMN PROGRAM 2010  
What bushwalking ideas do you have? 

 We are so lucky in Sydney. We can easily walk in the mountains close by, in parks that thread 

their way into the suburbs of Sydney, along beaches, through rainforest covered mountain 

ranges or our awe inspiring Alps. 

Those walks you have always wanted to do, those walks others would love to do, SBW needs 

your help! We need all trips; easy through to hard. There is also room for trips that look at 

history, cultural or environmental issues. Or maybe a gourmets walk! 

The Autumn Walks Program is now being compiled; get those walks to me as soon as possible. 

Tony 

02 9943 3388 (h) / 0434 968 793 (m) 

tholgate@optusnet.com.au 



 


